Abstract. Previous type systems for mobility calculi (the original Mobile Ambients, its variants and descendants, e.g., Boxed Ambients and Safe Ambients, and other related systems) offer little support for generic mobile agents. Previous systems either do not handle communication at all or globally assign fixed communication types to ambient names that do not change as an ambient moves around or interacts with other ambients. This makes it hard to type examples such as a "messenger" ambient that uses communication primitives to collect a message of nonpredetermined type and deliver it to a non-predetermined destination.
Introduction
Whereas the π-calculus [14] is probably the most widely known calculus for communicating processes, the ambient calculus [7] has recently become important, because it adds reasoning about locations and mobility. In the ambient calculus, processes are located in ambients, locations which can be nested, forming a tree. Ambients can move, making the tree dynamic. Furthermore, only processes that are "close" to each other can exchange values. ambient calculi allow this. In general, the previous type systems do not support the possibility that a mobile agent may carry non-predetermined types of data from location to location and deliver this data using communication primitives. Polymorphic type systems for the λ-calculus have no trouble with this kind of generic functionality. In previous type systems for ambient calculi, generic mobile agents can be encoded by using extra ambient wrappers, one for each type of data to be delivered. Each location would be careful to only look inside arriving ambients with the correct name. However, this encoding is awkward and also loses the ability to predict whether the correct type of data is being delivered to each location, avoiding stuck states. In solving this problem, a key observation is that the topic of conversation within m depends on which of the s's the m is found in.
Our solution -overview
To overcome the weaknesses of previous type systems for generic functionality, we present a new type system, PolyA. Types indicate the possible positions of capabilities, inputs, and outputs, and also represent upper bounds on the possible ambient nesting tree into which a process can evolve. Thus they look much like processes, as is also the case for, e.g., the types of [9] .
The basic concept in our type system is that of a shape predicate. The actual definition of that this is is somewhat involved, partly due to the need of handling communication, so let us introduce the concept gently with a toy example where the only capability is "in":
Toy shape predicates: σ ::= 0 (σ | σ) a[σ] in a
The meaning of a shape predicate is a set of terms, given by the following matching relation: PolyA types are shape predicates such that the set of terms matching a type is closed under reduction. The shape predicate σ 0 above is not a type, because A more subtle point about σ 1 is that it disallows having an e inside an a inside a b or a d inside an a inside a c. This example therefore illustrates the most basic kind of polymorphism possible: The same initial a ambient can evolve differently in different possible futures, and the type system can prove that those different futures do not interfere with each other. This is the way polymorphism works in PolyA: An ambient can start out with a very small type such as a[in b | in c], and then when it chooses to move into b rather than c, it may change its type to a supertype, a[in b | in c | · · ·]. Seen from the point of the moving ambient, its type has evolved -though of course the new type has been present from the beginning somewhere in the overall type of the entire computation.
PolyA lets any supertype (i.e., a type that is matched by a larger set of terms) be used as a "polymorphic variant" if it appears in the right place of the overall typing. The overall typing contains all of the polymorphic variants that will ever be needed for each ambient in the particular context it is being typed in.
Other features of PolyA are as follows. There are singleton types of ambient names and explicit dependencies on communication, as illustrated by this judgement: We only consider types that can be given a finite term representation.
PolyA can optionally track the sequencing of actions, a possibility pioneered by [2, 3] . Unlike previous type systems, there are no type assumptions for ambient names. Instead, information on the topics of conversation inside various ambients is put in the types of processes. Also unlike previous type systems, there are no type assumptions for the types of the bound variables of input processes.
PolyA can assign the following type to the example containing the "generic messenger": This proves that the example process has only well defined behaviour, something which no previous type system for ambients can do. Although the type appears complex, this is largely due to the complex behaviour it needs to describe.
Other related work
Although not type-based, several papers have explored letting the analysis of an ambient subprocess depend on its possible contexts -a task which requires an estimate of the possible shapes of the ambient tree structure. None of these handle communication, however, so none can prove the safety of our example polymorphic messenger. With shape grammars [16] , a set of grammars is returned such that at any step, the current process can be described by one of these grammars. The analysis is very precise, but potentially also very expensive. In Kleene analysis [15] , a 3-valued logic is used to estimate the possible shapes. The framework allows for trade-offs w.r.t. precision vs. costs. The abstract interpretation system of [12] keeps track of the context "one level up". This is sufficient to achieve a quite precise analysis, yet is "only" polynomial (n 7 ).
Summary of contributions (conclusion)
-We present PolyA, the first type system for the ambient calculus that is flexible enough to type generic mobile agents. -We explain how PolyA types can be used not just to check basic type safety but also to give precise answers to various questions about process behaviour of interest for other reasons such as security. -We prove subject reduction (Thm. 4.8.1) and the decidability of type checking (Prop. 3.5) for PolyA. -We prove principal typings (Thm. 4.14) for a useful restriction of PolyA.
-We illustrate how to extend PolyA to support the cross-ambient communication of Boxed Ambients [4] , the co-capabilities of Safe Ambients [13] , and the process (not ambient) mobility capability of M 3 [10] .
The ambient calculus
To present the underlying ideas clearly, we first treat a calculus without name restriction. Appendix F adds name restriction. Fig. 1 defines the syntax and
Syntax:
Names:
See main text for further syntactic restrictions (scoping).
Process equivalence:
A term substitution S is a (total) function from names to messages such that S(a) = a for only finitely many a's. We often notate it S = [a1 → M1, . . . , a k → M k ], understanding implicitly that S(a) = a when a is not one of the ai's.
For messages:
For terms:
Reduction rules: semantics of our base calculus. Whenever it has been defined that some (meta)-variable letter, say "x", ranges over a given set of objects, the notation x shall mean that set of objects.
The syntactic category of prefixes is not in traditional ambient calculus formulations. We treat ambient boundaries and other computational actions uniformly where this makes our theory simpler. Our calculus treats ambient boundaries as capabilities; "amb a" is the capability that creates an ambient named a when executed. In our formulation, an ambient with contents P is written "amb a.P ". The traditional notation "a[P ]" is syntactic sugar for amb a.P ; we use this whenever convenient.
The capability amb a can in principle be passed in a message. We allow such communication more because it is syntactically convenient than because we expect processes to actually do it. Indeed, the main results for our type system explicitly exclude (Prop. 4.15) programs that communicate ambient-creation capabilities, because otherwise our type system would penalise processes that do not communicate such capabilities.
The parentheses around parallel composition P | Q can be omitted when unambiguous. Prefixes bind tighter than parallel composition.
The special capability "•" is not supposed to be found in the initial term. It signifies a substitution result that would otherwise be syntactically invalid. For example, the term in c | (b).in a.open b.0 reduces to in a.
•.0 instead of the (hypothetical) "in a.open (in c).0". Traditional ambient calculus accounts usually leave such a communication result undefined, implicitly understanding that the system would crash either at the communication time or when the ill-formed capability executes after the in a capability has fired. Our approach supports both views, according to how one interprets •. In either case, it is technically convenient to reify the failure as a special term.
The symbol • does not have any reduction rules associated with it. As far as our theory is concerned it just sits there. Likewise, there are no reduction rules for "placeholder" capabilities of the form "a". In applications, one may or may not want to treat it as an error if such a capability shows up in a place where it wants to be executed. Our type system makes it possible to approximate conservatively whether one of these capabilities may occur, but it is up to the type system user to decide which conclusion to draw if they do. Convention 2.1 A term P is well-formed iff its free names are distinct from the names bound by any "( a)" within the term and it does not contain any nested bindings of the same name. We consider only well-formed terms.
This guarantees that the reduction rules of the ambient calculus will never perform a substitution where there is a risk of name capture. Reductions preserve well-formedness, because the syntax of the calculus prevents substitution from injecting a ( a) within the body of another ( a). (This is in contrast to the λ-calculus, where substitutions routinely insert λ-abstractions into other abstractions).
Because of this, we do not need to recognise α-equivalence for ( a).P . This is a significant technical simplification, because for many purposes we can treat ( a) as any other action, without needing special machinery for α-equivalence of the bound names. Convention 2.1 does not limit expressiveness. Any program (term) in a more conventional ambient calculus formulation that does recognise α-equivalence has a well-formed α-variant which can be used in our type system. Fig. 1 contains no provisions for avoiding name capture in S ( a) -this is handled by Convention 2.1. The • possibility for S ( a) is never supposed to be used; substitutions leading to it will not arise by our rules.
Lemma 2.2 Substitution is compatible with term equivalence: P ≡ Q implies S P ≡ S Q.
Shape predicates
The following pseudo-grammar defines the (abstract) syntax of our type system:
Message types µ have an additional syntactic restriction: No message type may mention any capability C more than once. This restricts the expressiveness, but is needed to ensure that each message type has only finitely many subtypes (Lemma E.6). The empty shape predicate (k = 0) may also be written 0.
Definition 3.1 (matching of shape predicates) The following rules define the relations M : µ, p : π, and P : σ:
The side conditions M ∈ a and M.0 ≡ C 1 . · · · .C k .0 on rules KleeneStar and Sequenced amount to specifying that these two forms of message types are matched modulo associativity of "." and neutrality of "ε" -with the exception that messages that are raw names (i.e., a as opposed to a.ε or in a) are handled specially. They are matched only by the message type {a}. Our language of message types is rather restricted. It might seem more sensible to let a message type be a regular expression over capabilities, and one could easily construct a sound type system that way. But our methods for proving completeness properties (including principal types) would not work. Our message types have been carefully constructed to allow the proofs to go through.
No prefix type matches a prefix of the form M where M is not a naked capability. Such prefixes are handled by rules Seq and Nop.
Proof. By induction on the derivation of P ≡ Q.
Definition 3.3
The meaning of a shape predicate (message type, prefix type) is the set of terms (messages, prefixes) that match it:
Define containment of shape predicates (message types, prefix types) as ordinary subset containment of their meanings:
Each of the three containment relations is a preorder (transitive and reflexive). They are not antisymmetric, however. For message types and prefix types, antisymmetry could be achieved by identifying message types such as {}* and <> that have identical meanings; such pairs can be recognised by simple syntactic conditions. But for shape predicates, there are equivalent pairs such as amb a.amb b.0 and amb a.amb b.0 | amb a.0 which cannot be identified by any simple syntactic conditions.
Recursive shape predicates
Our strategy in analysing a term is to look for a shape predicate describing all of its possible computational futures. Because many terms can create arbitrarily deep nestings of ambients (e.g., !a[!in a.0]), the finite trees we have used for shape predicates so far are not up to the task 4 . We need "infinite" shape predicates. We should, however, restrict ourselves to infinite shape predicates with finite representations -in other words, regular trees.
In principle, we could use any of the well-known schemes for expressing regular trees, such as a fix-point operator at the shape-predicate level or (for a more efficient representation) a "letrec" construction with mutual recursion. However, we find it easier, formally as well as intuitively, to view regular trees as graphs. Therefore, we replace the abstract syntax for shape predicates with:
Node identifiers: X, Y, Z ::= X1 X2 X3 · · · Edges:
e ::= X π → Y Shape graphs:
G ∈ P fin ( e ) Shape predicates:
σ ::= X | G A shape predicate is now a shape graph together with a pointer to a distinguished "root" node. The version of the Pfx rule that works with this notation is
Thm. 3.2 is still true with this formulation, because it was proven by induction on term the term equivalence rather than shape-predicate structure. This graph-based formulation is the basis for our formal development. However, even though graphs are an intuitive way of thinking about regularly infinite shape predicates, they are less convenient for writing down shape predicates, at least in a human-friendly form. Figure 2 defines a more tree-like textual notation for shape graphs for use in examples.
In general, defining some property for shape graphs implicitly defines it for shape predicates: The shape predicate X | G has the property iff G has. Definition 3.6 Two shape graphs G 1 and G 2 are equivalent, written
Effective characterisations of containment
Definition 3.4 defined a containment order on shape predicates (and message/ prefix types) in an intuitively appealing way, but it did not provide a decision procedure. This subsection develops a more effective characterisation.
Definition 3.7 Let R be a relation between shape predicates. R is a shape sim- Thus, to prove that σ ≤ σ it is sufficient to find a shape simulation R such that σ R σ . And if there is such an R, there is also a small one:
This is the syntax of shape expressions:
Shape expressions:
To convert a shape expression to a graph-shaped shape predicate, first α-rename it such that no X is bound by two different letrec's, and then apply the function (·) * defined by: -V * is a shape predicate:
X is a shape graph:
where X is fresh. π.V stands for (π).V , and a[V ] stands for (amb a).V . Also, we allow (X) to be used as a U , where the X is to be textually replaced by its definition before one begins constructing a graph with the (·) * construction. The parentheses are important; they distinguish between "π.X", which says to insert an edge going to node X itself, and "π.(X)", which says to insert an edge to a fresh node that happens to behave like X. This difference can be important with some of the shape conditions on graphs we define. 
Let G and G be arbitrary shape graphs and let R be any shape simulation. Then R ∩ (G × G ) is also a shape simulation. It is worth noticing that shape simulations treat ( a) just like any other prefix type. Thus ≤ treats the "result" type covariantly (as in [18] ), whereas the input position in PolyA is a list of names and thus essentially invariant.
Type substitutions
Definition 3.11 A type substitution T is a (total) function from names to message types such that T (a) = {a} for only finitely many a's. Like term Type substitution for capabilities: T C is a message type, not a capability.
Substitution for message types: T µ is a message type given by:
. . , C n }*, where the C j s are all capabilities that occur in any of the µi's, with duplicates removed (and in some canonical order).
If any µi has the form {a}, then replace it by <a>. If any µi has the form { · · · }*, or if there is any C that appears in more than one µi, then the result is T {C1, . . . , C k }*.
Otherwise, each µi has the form < · · · >. Concatenate all of these capability lists (in numerical order of the µi's) and return <the concatenated list>. Finally, T {a} is simply T (a).
Substitution for shape graphs: T G is a shape graph. To construct T G, first construct an intermediate graph Gε which can contain special "null edges" written X ε → Y . Gε contains contributions from each edge Y1 π → Y2 ∈ G: 1. When π = a and T (a) = {C1, . . . , C k }*, choose a fresh node Z, and add to Gε the following edges:
2. When π = a and T (a) = <C1. · · · .C k >, choose fresh nodes Z0 through Z k , and add to Gε the edges
will always have the form <C >. Add to Gε the edge Y1 C → Y2. 5. When π = (a1, . . . , a k ), check that T ai = {ai} for all i, and then add the edge Y1
Substitution for shape predicates: T σ is a shape predicate given by: This definition is intuitively appealing, but it is not immediately clear how to decide it. However, we have local rules that imply (and are under certain conditions equivalent to) semantic closure: Definition 4.3 Let σ = X | G be a shape predicate. The active nodes in σ, written active(σ), is the least set of node names such that
Definition 4.4 The shape predicate X | G is syntactically closed iff G is locally closed at every X ∈ active( X | G ). Definition 4.7 The shape graph G is perspicuous iff both of these hold:
1. For each capability C that is not amb a for some a, whenever G contains a chain X 0
→ X k of edges all decorated with C and any two of the X i 's are identical, then X 0 = X 1 = · · · = X k . 2. G does not contain any message type of the shape {C 1 , . . . , C k }* such that one of the C i 's is amb a.
Theorem 4.8. Let σ be a shape predicate.
1. If σ is syntactically closed, then it is semantically closed. 
Types
Definition 4.9 A type τ is a syntactically closed shape predicate. Given a type τ , the term P has type τ iff P : τ .
This notion of types has the basic properties expected of any type system: It enjoys subject reduction (Thm. 4.8.1), it can be effectively decided whether a given term has a given type (Prop. 3.5), and types can be distinguished from nontypes (Prop. 3.10 means it is easy to check syntactic closure). Various properties of a term's computational behaviour can be approximated by looking at its types:
-If P has the type σ = X | G and G contains no edge Y
• → Z with Y ∈ active(σ), then executing P will never execute a malformed substitution result such as [a → M.N ](in a).
-If P has the type X | G and G contains no edge Y • → Z, then executing P will never create a malformed substitution result.
-If P has the type X | G and G does not contain a sequence X amb a → Y amb b → Z, then executing P will never result in an ambient named a directly containing an ambient named b.
Proposition 4.10 Every term P has a type (although the type may contain • and thus not prove that the term "cannot go wrong"). (Proof in Appendix A).
Our notion of types is very expressive -it allows a very fine-grained approximation to important questions. However, there are desirable properties that it lacks: It is not yet known how to construct fine-grained types for any term automatically. It is not known whether principal types always exist; we have neither proved nor disproved this. Thus, we now define a family of syntactically restricted type systems for which we do prove that principal types exist.
Modest types
Definition 4.11 Define the relation on prefix types as the least equivalence relation that contains ≤.
The symbol is supposed to intuitively indicate that this relation is almost the identity: The only pairs of different prefix types that are related are µ 1 , . . . , µ n and µ 1 , . . . , µ n (with the same arity n), where for each i it holds that either µ i = µ i = {a} or neither of µ i and µ i has the form {a}.
Definition 4.12 Define the stratification function S by
Obviously, π π implies S(π) = S(π ).
Definition 4.13
The shape graph G is modest iff for each π, one of the following conditions hold:
1. Finite depth. There is a number n π such that whenever G contains a chain
Modesty is a rather technical concept, so here are some comments on its intuition. The basic idea is to restrict cycles so that they cannot be arbitrarily long without mentioning arbitrarily many different capabilities. A graph without any cycles will always be modest, because it satisfies finite depth for all π.
However, as remarked in Sect. 3.1, acyclic shape predicates are not enough to type all interesting terms. We therefore allow cycles, as long as they satisfy "monomorphic recursion". This condition says that if we need cycles containing some prefix -say, the ambient boundary amb a -then two nested ambients of that name must match the same node in the graph. This means that a[(b).in b.0| !a[ ε .0 | !in a.0]] cannot be typed with a •-free modest type, because the monomorphic recursion requirement forces the type inside the two a ambients to be the same node in the graph.
The stratification function S eases the modesty requirements. It says that a cycle only "counts as a cycle" for the prefix type in it at the highest stratum. Thus the chain X 1
It is always possible to satisfy finite depth for stratum-3 prefix types, because none of the reduction rules increase communication action nesting depth. Therefore, one needs only consider shape graphs consisting of clusters of capabilitymarked edges, linked together by stratum-3 edges in a tree.
Ambient boundaries are in their own stratum to allow local X C → X edges in each ambient without forcing all nodes in the graph to collapse.
The flexibility offered by stratification is restricted because one must choose globally between finite depth and monomorphic recursion for each π, rather than in each isolated cluster of stratum-n-and-lower edges. This restriction is not intuitive, but is needed for technical reasons in the proof.
Considering only modest and perspicuous types allows principal typings:
Theorem 4.14. For every term P which has at least one modest perspicuous type, there is a modest perspicuous type τ that is minimal among P 's modest perspicuous types. (Proof in Appendix E.)
In the proof, it is shown that arbitrary infinite sets of shape predicates (in particular, the set of all P 's possible types) have sufficiently well-behaved greatest lower bounds. It is non-constructive (it assumes that the entire set of possible types are given) and does not point to an effective procedure for finding a principal type. We are working to construct compositional type inference algorithms for further restricted variants of the type system. By requiring perspicuity of types, we have lost Prop. 4.10: There exist terms having no perspicuous type. One example is amb a .0 | !(b). b.b .0, which constructs messages that are arbitrarily long sequences of ambient-construction operations. To type this, we need the message type {amb a}*, which is, however, explicitly forbidden by the definition of perspicuity. However, types still exist for all terms of the original ambient calculus: Proposition 4.15 Any term P that does not contain amb a inside M has a modest perspicuous type, and so also a principal such. (Proof in Appendix A).
Extended and modified ambient calculi
Our framework is strong enough to handle many ambient calculus variants with different reduction rules. In most cases, PolyA can be extended to deal with such variation simply by adjusting Defn. 4.2 with conditions systematically derived from the changed or new reduction rules. If this is done correctly and the new or changed rules are straightforward rewriting steps, then it is simple to construct new cases for the proof of Thm. 4.8. The rest of our theory will then carry through unchanged, including the existence of principal types.
We illustrate this principle with examples of such extensions.
-Boxed Ambients [4] removes the open capability; instead processes can communicate across ambient boundaries with directional communication actions:
There are corresponding reduction rules such as:
Our prefix type syntax is easily extended to include the new actions. The new reduction rules can be used to derive local closure conditions such as: [13] introduces co-capabilities (also added to BA in [5] ), where both interaction parties need a capability. This can improve analysis precision and avoid unwanted behaviours. The reduction rules are amended to require this, e.g.:
It is straightforward to extend PolyA to systems with co-capabilities. For example, condition 3 of Defn. 4.2 would be replaced by:
introduces a new method of inter-ambient communication; a new capability to can move a process into a neighbour ambient:
This, too, is easily expressed as a closure condition:
A Miscellaneous proofs
Proof of Proposition 3.5. It is easy to see how to decide M : µ and p : π, so we argue only for the case of P : σ.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that P does not contain any subterm that matches the conclusion of either Seq or Nop -if it does, it is always easy to use local ≡-rewritings to make them go away; then Theorem 3.2 justifies matching the rewritten term instead of the original one.
Now proceed by induction on the structure of P . The cases corresponding to parallel composition, replication and 0 are easy: Here the syntax dictates that a derivation of P : σ, if it exists, must end with the Par, Null, or Bang rule, respectively.
All other forms of P must be matched by the Pfx rule. Here the problem is that there may be more than one applicable instance of the rule. However, the since the shape graph G is supposed to be finite, there is only finitely many recursive instances to check.
The algorithm naively implied by this proof may have a running time that is exponential in the depth of P . However, it is easily seen that only |P |·|G| different judgements may ever be considered during the execution; if one memoizes the answer for judgements that have already been attempted, the complexity of matching becomes practically tractable.
Lemma A.1 The relation µ ≤ µ is effectively decidable.
Proof. There are 9 cases, according to the syntactic shapes of µ and µ . Each of them is easy.
Lemma A.2 The relation π ≤ π is effectively decidable.
Proof. π ≤ π if and only if at least one of the following conditions hold:
1. π = π , or 2. π = µ 1 , . . . , µ k and π = µ 1 , . . . , µ k and ∀i : µ i ≤ µ i .
Proof of Proposition 3.10. Because of Lemma A.2 it is easy to decide whether a (finite) relation between shape predicates is a shape simulation.
If
Otherwise start with the relation G × G and try to make it into a shape simulation by excluding pairs from it whenever their presence would lead to Definition 3.7 failing. Removing even more pairs can never cause any of the pairs we have previously removed to become admissible again, so eventually the algorithm will stop, having computed the largest shape simulation that is a subset of G × G . Lemma 3.9 tells us that this must actually be (≤) ∩ (G × G ), so in it we can look up directly whether X | G ≤ X | G .
Proof of Lemma 4.6. By induction on the size of G. If the graph is not trim, then there is an X π → Y edge that can be removed without changing the meaning of it. That makes the graph smaller; now apply the induction hypothesis.
Note that the procedure sketched in the proof is nondeterministic. For example,
has two different (non-isomorphic) trim equivalents, depending on which of the b edges one chooses to remove.
Proof of Proposition 4.10. Let A be the (finite) set of names mentioned in P , and let k be the maximal arity of communication actions in P . Now let
τ is trivially trim and it a straightforward though tedious exercise to verify that it is syntactically closed.
Proof of Proposition 4.15. Similar to Proposition 4.10, except that capabilities of the form amb a are excluded from the construction of M.
B Proof of Theorem 3.8
Lemma B.1 Let P be an arbitrary term. If R is a shape simulation and σ R σ , then P : σ implies P : σ .
Proof. By induction on the structure of P .
Corollary B.2 Any shape simulation is a subset of ≤.
Lemma B.3 For any message type µ there exists a message µ such that µ : µ ⇐⇒ µ ≤ µ .
Corollary B.4 For any prefix type π there exits a prefix π such that π : π ⇐⇒ π ≤ π .
Proposition B.5 The shape containment relation ≤ is a shape simulation.
Set P 0 = 0, and iterate the following operation for i = 0, 1, 2, . . .:
If that is not possible, then we are done; continue below. Otherwise let P i+1 = P i | Q i and repeat for i + 1. Because Y i+1 is strictly smaller than Y i (at least Y i is missing) and Y 0 = Y is finite (because G is), the process will stop eventually.
When the iteration stops after step n we have
But then it must be the case that Y | G ≤ Y | G -because otherwise we could have chosen Y as Y n and continued the iteration. Therefore X π → Y satisfies the requirements on the definition of a shape simulation. Theorem 3.8 now follows as a corollary.
C Properties of type substitution
This appendix states and proves the key properties of type substitution for shape predicates, as defined in Figure 3 .
Definition C.1 Extend matching of message types pointwise to type substitutions: S : T iff S(a) : T (a) for all a. {C 1 , . . . , C k }* where one of the C i 's is amb a. Theorem C.3. Given any σ and T , let T σ be defined as in Figure 3 , and let P = { SP | P : σ ∧ S : T }. Then - which is equivalent to just letrec X = b | c.0 in X, but in this case P is actually better approximated by letrec X = b.b.X | c.0 in X. The better approximation is, however, not perspicuous. This example also shows that T σ is usually far from being perspicuous itself. It is not the intention that T σ is used by itself, other than to compare it to other shape predicates.
Definition C.2 A type substitution T is perspicuous iff there is no b such that T (b) is
1. For all σ , if T σ ≤ σ then P ⊆ [[σ ]].
Lemma C.4 For all C and T , { S C | S : T } = [[T C]]
Lemma C.5 For all µ and
The arises, for example, for [a → <b>]<a.b> which is {b}* because <b.b> is not syntactically allowed.
The intermediate graph G ε constructed as part of the computation of T G can be given meaning if the rules of Definition 3.1 is supplemented by one for the special ε → edges:
Lemma C.6 P : X | T G if and only if P : X | G ε
Proof. By direct manipulation of derivations. The "only if" direction is immediate. For the "if" direction, start by rewriting the derivation of P : X | G ε by distributing each use of the Eps rule over Seq, Nop, Par, and Bang to get them as far up in the tree as possible, and annihilate Eps'es that meet Null. Afterwards, all remaining Eps steps appear in neat stacks below Pfx steps, and a derivation of P : X | T G can be extracted directly.
Proof of Theorem C.3(1). It should be obvious from the construction of T G that whenever P : X | G and S : T , then S P : X | G ε and so
Proof of Theorem C.3 (2) . This direction is harder. Assume that σ = X | G , T , and σ = X | G are as in the theorem, and define S in the rest of this appendix by
There are |G | copies of each C i . Because T is perspicuous, none of the C i 's have the form amb b.
It is clear that S : T .
Lemma C.7 If S µ : µ (where µ is as in Lemma B.3), then T µ ≤ µ .
Proof. By case analysis on µ.
then all C i 's must be names a i with T (a i ) being either <> or {}*. Therefore T µ = {}*, and T µ ≤ µ follows immediately. Otherwise, at least one SC i contains a capability, which then occurs at least twice in S µ . Therefore µ must have the form { C}* and contain every capability that appears in any SC i . Those are exactly the capabilities that appear in T µ, so again T µ ≤ µ follows.
Then µ cannot have the form {a}. If µ is < C>, then it is easy to see (by inspection of the definitions involved) that T µ must also have this form, and, in fact, be identical to µ . The case that µ has the form { C}* remains. In that case, the list C contains every capability that appears in any SC i . Those are exactly the capabilities that appear in T µ, so again T µ ≤ µ follows. 
where the dotted part stands for zero or more inference steps apart from the one that concluded Q : Y 1 | G ε . There may be zero or more R i 's at the top of the fragment. It happens that they all have the same shape-predicate part Y 2 | G ε , irrespective of whether the bottommost rule in the fragment is Pfx or Eps (in which case it can be seen from the construction of G ε that only one Y 2 will be reachable without passing through another) or not (in which case the fragment consists of just one inference and Y 2 = Y 1 ).
Proof. Split the derivation of P : Y | G ε into fragments, and use induction on the tree of fragments. Let the premises at the top of the bottommost fragment be R 1 through R n , and use the induction hypothesis to produce R * 1 trough R * n . If the fragment consists of a single non-Pfx, non-Eps rule, simply connect the R * i 's from the induction hypothesis to form P * in the same way the R i 's form P .
The interesting case is where the fragment ends with a Pfx or Eps rule. In each case, the rule depends on an edge in G ε that was added due to a particular edge
, where π is as in Corollary B.4. Then it is clear that P * : Y 1 | G . To see that S P * : Y | G implies P : Y | G , divide into cases according to which case of the construction of G ε was used to handle the edge used in the last rule.
1. π = a and T (a) = {C 1 , . . . , C k }*. Because a = a, we have 
The derivation fragment itself can be converted to a derivation for P : Y | G by removing the Eps rules at its top and bottom and replacing each Z i | G ε with Y i | G . 3. Trivial: π = a and P = b.R 1 where S(a) = b. 4. Trivial: π = C and P = C .R 1 where T C = <C > and C = S C. 5. Trivial: T π = π = ( a) = p = Sp and P = p.R 1 . 6. π = µ 1 , . . . , µ k and
Furthermore for each i, S µ i : µ i , so by Lemma C.7, T µ i ≤ µ i . Therefore M i : µ i , and so P : Y | G , as required.
Now we return to the proof of Theorem C.3(2). To prove
By Lemma C.6 we have P : X | G ε , so by Lemma C.8 there is a
, as required.
D Proof of Theorem 4.8
The two parts of the theorem are Propositions D.1 and D.2 below.
Proposition D.1 If σ is syntactically closed, then it is semantically closed.
Proof. Assume P 0 : σ and prove by induction on the derivation of P 0 → P 1 that P 1 : σ:
so the premises of point 1 of Definition 4.2 are satisfied. Therefore there is Z amb a → X ∈ G such that X | G ≤ X | G (and therefore Q : X | G ) and Y | G ≤ X | G (and therefore P : X | G ).
We can now construct the derivation
and so Y | G is syntactically closed. The induction hypothesis now gives us Q : Y | G which leads immediately to P 1 : σ.
gives us
Q : σ; the induction hypothesis gives R : σ; and yet another application of Theorem 3.2 gives us P 2 = R : σ. Proposition D.2 If σ is semantically closed, perspicuous, and trim, then σ is syntactically closed.
Proof. Assume that σ = X | G is not syntactically closed. We must then find P and Q such that P → Q and
By assumption there is a X 0 that causes one of the rules in Definition 4.2 to break. Because X 0 ∈ active(σ), G contains a chain of nodes
Proceed by induction on k. In the base case, divide according to which of the conditions of Definition 4.2 does not hold at X 0 :
choosing R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 large enough to prevent Q from matching X 0 | G . Using the notation of Definition 4.2(1), we know that X, Y , and Z exist, but that there is no suitable X . Define X = { X | Z amb a → X }, and choose R 1 and R 2 such that R 1 | R 2 cannot match any X ∈ X. This is possible because every X ∈ X must fail one of the conditions
. Let R 1 be the parallel composition of all of the S X 's that match X and R 2 be the parallel composition of those that match Y . Define Z = { Z = Z | X 0 amb b → Z }, and choose R 3 such that it cannot match any Z ∈ Z. This is possible because G is assumed to be trim, so for each
. Let R 3 be the parallel composition of all of these S Z terms. Now it it clear that P : X 0 | G , but due to the construction of R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 there can be no derivation of Q :
choosing R 1 and R 2 large enough to prevent Q from matching X 0 | G . Using the notation of Definition 4.2(2), we know that X, Y , and Z exist, but that there is no suitable Y .
→ Y }, and choose R 1 and R 2 such that R 1 | R 2 cannot match any Y ∈ Y. This is analogous to the choice of R 1 and R 2 in the previous case. Now it it clear that P : X 0 | G , but due to the construction of R 1 and
where R 1 and R 2 are to be chosen large enough. The choice of R 1 and R 2 is similar to one step of the choice of R 1 and R 2 in the previous two cases. 4 . We want to set
where R 1 , R 2 and the M i 's are to be chosen "large" enough.
If Definition 4.2(4) fails at the condition
. Because G is assumed to be perspicuous, T is also perspicuous. We know that T Z | G ≤ X 0 | G . By Theorem C.3(2) we then get S and R 2 such that R 2 : Z | G and S : T but not SR 2 : X 0 | G . Set M i = Sa i for all i, and we are through:
Now for the recursive case. Because G is trim, for each X k
for each such Y , and let R be the parallel composition of all these R Y 's. Then, for all S, a k−1 [S | R] : X k | G if and only if S :
The induction hypothesis gives
E Proof of Theorem 4.14
For the sake of the proof, we will temporarily consider infinite shape graphs which may contain a (generally uncountable) infinity of edges between an infinity of node names. Infinite shape graphs can, of course, be used in infinite shape predicates, and matching between infinite predicates and (ordinary finite) terms can be defined by the same rules as for finite shape predicates.
Definition E.1 A (possibly infinite) shape graph G induces an equivalence relation among the node names, given by
Definition E.2 An (infinite) shape graph is finitary if it contains only finitely many different prefix types.
Obviously any finite shape graph is also finitary.
Lemma E.3 Let G be finitary and modest. There exists a number k such that no chain in G that does not repeat any node name can be longer than k edges.
Proof. Use induction on the maximal S(π) for any π that appears in the chain.
Consider repetition-free chains whose maximal S(π) value is x. Since G is finitary, there are only finitely many possible π with S(π) = x. Consider each of them in turn, and look at the way G is modest for π. If it satisfies finite depth, then there cannot be more than n π copies of π in any chain. If it satisfies monomorphic restriction, set n π = 1 -a chain with no node repetition can contain at most one π. Set m = S(π)=x n π ; this is an upper bound on the number of prefix types with S(π) = x in the chain.
The induction hypothesis gives us an upper bound k of the length of a (repetition-free) subchain composed entirely of π's with S(π) < x. Therefore, a chain with S(π) ≤ x can have length at most (m + 1)k + m, which is finite, as claimed.
Proposition E.4 Let G be a finitary modest shape graph. There are only finitely many equivalence classes with respect to ∼ G .
Proof. Let d be the number of different prefix types in G, and k be the bound on the length of a repetition-free chain in G derived in Lemma E.3.
Let an arbitrary X be given. Because k is finite,
, where G is consists of a tree rooted at X plus some direct back edges.
The tree in G has finite height but may still be infinitely branching. We now argue that any infinite branching can be pruned away without changing the meaning of X | G . We start at the leaves of the tree and work up towards the root by induction. The invariant is that when a all the set of subtrees with height less than i has been processed, they fall into a most L i isomorphism classes (considering two back edges to be isomorphic when they span the same number of levels and are decorated with the same prefix type), where L 0 = 0 and L i = 2 (k+Li−1)d . At level i, each node Y can have (k +L i )d different "outgoing items", namely for each possible π up to k different back edges and a forward edge for each of the L i isomorphism classes at the previous level. If some isomorphism class is represented more than once, we can safely remove all but one of the representatives without changing the meaning of X | G .
When we reach the root at level k, we have found that X | G has the same meaning as one of the L k+1 possible isomorphism classes at this level. Since L k+1 is finite (though rather large), this proves the proposition.
Lemma E.5 Proposition B.5 is true for finitary modest graphs as well as finite ones.
Proof. The proof of Proposition B.5 depends on Y being finite in the argument that the iteration that produces Y k will eventually stop. However, this argument can be replaced by one based on the number of different meanings of elements of Y i , which is also strictly decreasing and, thanks to Proposition E.4, is always finite.
All other parts of the proof work directly with finitary graphs as well as finite ones.
Lemma E.6 For any message type µ, the set { µ | µ ≤ µ } is finite. Otherwise all µ ∈ m have the form { C}*. Then we can let µ = {C 1 , . . . , C k }*, where C 1 to C k are those capabilities that appear in all µ ∈ m.
Lemma E.8 Let (π i ) i∈I be a (finite or infinite but nonempty) family of prefix types.
Proof. This follows easily from Lemma E.7.
Proposition E.9 Let (σ i ) i∈I be a (finite or infinite but nonempty) family of modest, perspicuous, finite shape predicates. Then there exists a modest, perspicuous, finitary σ such that
Proof. Let σ i = X i | G i . Without loss of generality we can assume that all node names used in any σ i are contained in a common, countable, set X.
We will construct an infinite graph G ∞ whose node names are all of the families (X i ) i∈I . Let G be i∈I G i -that is, the set of all families of edges (e i ) i∈I , such that e i ∈ G i . The infinite graph G ∞ will contain zero or one edge for each (Y i πi → Z i ) i∈I ∈ G: Apply Lemma E.8 to (π i ) i∈I . If that results in a π, then G ∞ must contain the edge (Y i ) i∈I π → (Z i ) i∈I . This completes the description of G ∞ ; now set σ = (X i ) i∈I | G ∞ . We must prove that this satisfies the condition in the statement of the proposition:
Assume P : σ and let k ∈ I be given. The derivation of P : σ can be projected to one for P : σ k by replacing each shape predi-
If must be checked that the projected derivation is still valid, but this is easy: The only rule that might create trouble is Pfx, and by construction, whenever
Assume P : σ i for each i. All of these judgements have derivations whose shape follows the syntax of P . By construction of G ∞ they can be combined point-wise into a derivation of P : σ. -G ∞ is finitary: Since I is assumed to be non-empty, select and fix some index i 0 ∈ I. Each π found in G ∞ corresponds to a π in G i0 such that π ≤ π . Lemma E.6 imply that for each π there are only finitely many possible π's. Because G i0 is finite and hence finitary, this proves that G ∞ is finitary. -G ∞ is modest: Let π be given. If at least one G i satisfies the "finite depth" criterion for π with limit n, then G ∞ also does, because any chain in G ∞ that violated the criterion would project to one in G i that also did. If, on the other hand, all G i satisfy the "monomorphic recursion" criterion, then G ∞ also does. Namely, any chain in G i with identically classified π's at each end projects to a similar chain in each G i , which proves the pointwise identity of the chain's X 1 and X k nodes. -G ∞ is perspicuous: Again this follows because each chain of identical capabilities in G ∞ projects to a similar chain in each G i , which are supposed to be perspicuous themselves.
Lemma E.10 Let G be a trim shape graph. Assume that
Proof. Because X | G ≤ X | G ≤ X | G , Lemma E.5 applied twice gives us Proof. By Proposition E.4, ∼ G∞ divides the set of node names into finitely many equivalence classes. Select a representative element in each class, and let X stand for the representative for X's class.
It is clear by Proposition E.4 that G 0 is finite. It is also easy to prove by induction on term structure that
Now let G be a trim equivalent of G 0 (by Lemma 4.6), and set
It remains to prove that G is perspicuous and modest. That is true because every chain in G corresponds to a chain with -equivalent prefix types in G ∞ , which can be seen by using Lemma E.10 for each link in the chain, starting from the beginning.
Proof of Theorem 4.14. Let T be the set of modest (finite) types of the given term P ; it is nonempty by assumption. Apply Proposition E.9 to T; this produces a modest, perspicuous, and finitary (but in general infinite)
Now apply Proposition E.11 to σ ∞ ; that produces a finite, modest, perspicuous, trim σ such that
By Theorem 4.8, each τ ∈ T is semantically closed, and it is now obvious from the definition of semantic closure that σ is also semantically closed. Another application of Theorem 4.8 tells us that σ is syntactically closed and, therefore, in fact a type. It is clearly the least type for P .
F A scheme for handling name restriction
In the main development we ignore the name restriction of the original ambient calculus. Here is how we envision putting it back in. Its syntax and semantics are hopefully well-known:
In contrast to what we did for ( a) actions, we view α-equivalence of ν binding as a primitive identity -the terms νa.P and νb.[a → b]P are considered identical (if a is not free in P ). For simplicity, we require that the body of a ν-binding does not contain a ( a) action that re-bind the ν-bound name.
The main problem with name restriction is that its position in the ambient hierarchy is not fixed, so we cannot treat is like just another prefix. Furthermore, a name restriction can be replicated by a ! and extrude to encompass its own original, by the equivalence
This pattern is ubiquitous in applications of the ambient calculus; it shows that we need to support name restriction in such a way that a type does not place an upper limit on the number of different ν-bound names that can be in scope in any part of the term -otherwise we would lose the fundamental Theorem 3.2. This means that we need to let the same prefix types in the shape predicate match several different names in the actual term if they are bound by (perhaps nested) name restrictions.
Handling α-convertible binders directly in tree automata such as the shape predicates is known to be hard [11] ; instead our idea is to omit the binders from the types entirely. A first sketch of a typing rule for name restriction:
where the b is arbitrary! This let us chose the same b for several ν bindings in the term, such that they can match the same part of the shape predicate. However, this rule is a little too liberal to work -for example, the substitution [a → b]P goes awry if a happens to be bound by a ( a) inside P . Therefore we need the following slightly indirect definition:
Definition F.1 Let the variable letter B range over nonempty finite sets of names, and define the relation B P P by B P P B p.P p.P B P P B !P !P
Intuitively B P P works by choosing a b ∈ B for each ν-bound variable in P , and then deleting all of the ν's to get P . Definition F.2 A ν-aware shape predicate is a pair of a B and a shape predicate σ, written σ/B. Its meaning [[σ/B]] is the set of all terms P such that P contains no b ∈ B except bound by ν and there is a P such that B P P and B P : σ. The rest of this appendix contains the proof of this theorem.
Definition F.4 Define the relation B P : σ to hold if no b ∈ B is bound by ( a) within P , and there is a P such that B P P and P : σ.
Proof of Theorem F.3(1). It is easy to see that P ≡ Q implies that the free variables in P and Q are the same. That [[σ/B]] is closed under ≡ now follows from the following lemma.
Lemma F.5 If P ≡ Q, then B P : σ ⇐⇒ B Q : σ.
Proof. By induction on the height of the derivation of P ≡ Q. The case for P ≡Q p.P ≡p.Q is typical. Since this rule is clearly symmetric, we only show the "⇒" direction. Assume B p.P : σ. Then there is P such that B p.P P and P : σ. By inspection of the rules, P must be p.P for some P with B P P , and then P = p.P : σ must be proved by rule Pfx, with premise P : σ . In the case for P | νa.Q ≡ νa(P | Q), the essential step is noticing that [a → b]P = P because a is not free in P . Similarly for a[νb.P ] ≡ νb.a[P ].
For νa.0 ≡ 0, the ⇒ direction is trivial, and the ⇐ direction goes through because a B is in general assumed to be nonempty.
Proof of Theorem F.3 (2) . By the following lemma.
Lemma F.6 If σ ≤ σ , then B P : σ implies B P : σ .
Proof. This follows from the obvious fact that the function P → { P | no b ∈ B is bound by ( a) in P ∧ ∃P ∈ P : B P P } is monotonic.
Proof of Theorem F.3 (3) . By the following lemma.
Lemma F.7 If σ is syntactically closed, then B P 0 : σ and P 0 → P 1 imply B P 1 : σ.
Proof. By induction on a lexicographic order with the height of the derivation of P 0 → P 1 in the most significant position and the size of P 0 in the least significant one. Most cases are completely similar to the corresponding ones from Proposition D.1. The part of the typing derivation for P 0 that is unraveled in each case does not contain any ν's, and therefore the corresponding unraveling of the derivation for B P 0 : P 0 is trivial too. Use Lemma F.6 wherever the proof of Proposition D.1 appeals to the definition of ≤.
In the case for the communication axiom, we need the property that
That is not true in general, but because of the assumption that no b ∈ B appear in a ( a) action, none of the a i 's will be in B, and the property thus holds anyway.
In the case for P ≡ Q → R ≡ S, use Lemma F.5 instead of Theorem 3.2.
We need to add a new case for the rule P →Q νa.P →νa.Q . From the assumption that B νa.P : σ we get a b ∈ B such that B [a → b]P : σ.
We can now prove that P → Q implies [a → b]P → [a → b]Q, with a derivation of the same height. This is easily proved by induction on the derivation of P → Q. The only tricky step in this sub-induction is the one for the communication axiom, where the substitution would collapse the ( a) action would to • if the action contained a. Fortunately, we have stipulated in general that P , which is the body of a νa abstraction, does not contain an a in this position.
Since [a → b]P is strictly smaller than νa.P , we can now use the induction hypothesis to get B [a → b]Q : σ. From there we easily reach B νa.Q : σ, and we are done. Proof. P ∈ [[σ/B]] means that there is a Q such that B P Q and Q : σ. Without loss of generality we can assume that B ⊇ B ; if not, then adding the missing ones to B will only make it harder for a term to match σ/B and therefore strengthen our result. Call names in B \ B forbidden names.
The derivations of B P Q and B P P have the same shape, dictated by P 's syntax; they differ only in which b's they chose at each of the ν's in P . In this way each b ∈ B corresponds to exactly one b ∈ B; let S be
In other words, S is the unique term substitution with domain B such that Q = SP . Now define the function ψ from names, capabilities, message types, prefix types and edges to sets of names, capabilities, etc.: It is easy to see that the result of ψ never contains forbidden names, and that
Proof of Theorem F.3 (4) . Without loss of generality we can assume that P contains at least one ν -otherwise replace it with P | ν.0 and use Theorem F.3(1). By assumption P has some perspicuous and modest ν-aware type τ /B. Chose P and B such that B P P with each b ∈ B used exactly once. Then Proposition F.8) tells us that P has at least one perspicuous and modest type in the ν-free theory.
By Theorem 4.14, this means that P has a type τ 0 that is principal in the ν-free theory. I will prove that τ /B is principal for the original P .
Consider namely an arbitrary ν-aware perspicuous modest type for P , say τ /B . Applying Proposition F. 
